Is Your LMS Working the Way It Needs To?

7 Questions to Help Evaluate the
Effectiveness of Your Learning
Management System

Every company today is a technology company.
Whether you’re providing goods or services, you’ll need to upskill,

When it comes to ongoing workplace learning,
what’s the best approach for companies today?

reskill, and continually expand your employees’ capabilities.

There are hundreds of learning management system (LMS) options

Combined with the pace of technology change, the urgency of

available to provide crucial employee training for job-related

workplace learning has never been greater. Here’s why:

and transferable, or soft skills. But as companies seek to remain
competitive, attract top talent, and grow, they need their LMSs to

•

The half-life of a learned skill is now five years.

go beyond simply deploying courses that combat skill gaps. They

•

Effective 2020, approximately 35% of skills needed for jobs

need solutions that drive retention and engagement. They need a

across industries will change.

platform built with the entire employee experience in mind.

•

According to research by SHRM, over 50% of HR
professionals believe the skills shortage has gotten worse
instead of better over the last two years.
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Enter the Bridge Employee Development Platform.
Bridge offers a holistic approach that encompasses learning, coaching,

In today’s job market,
employees have choices and
expectations. They seek:

relationships, performance management, career pathing, and skill
development. In short, an integrated and personalized employee
development platform built around the needs of today’s workforce.
Compare the effectiveness of your LMS to the benefits of a full
employee development platform:

ONGOING DEVELOPMENT

PURPOSE

70%

83%

of employees are likely to leave their

of employees prioritize finding

current job to work for a company

meaning in day-to-day work.2

that invests in employee learning and

QUESTION 1

Does it facilitate more
than learning?
Thanks to the speed of technology and skills gaps, the need for

development.1

workplace learning will never go away. But online courses alone aren’t
enough. Formal and informal learning paths are an essential piece of
MEANINGFUL CAREER
PLANNING

34%
of employees have already left a job
because they craved more career
development opportunities.3

FULFILLMENT THROUGH
CONNECTION, BELONGING,
A N D AT TA I N I N G G O A L S

creating engaging learning experiences, So is enabling mentorships,
strengthening connections with co-workers and managers, providing
ongoing coaching, and giving employees the opportunity to do and be

7/10

their best—in addition to their skillset.

employees say they’d consider

creating their own personalized development plan. First, they’ll go

leaving their current role for a new,

through an exercise to identify their own unique motivations and

more fulfilling opportunity.4

needs. Then, working with their managers, relevant growth tracks are

With Bridge, employees get access to tools and guidance around

developed—further helping align their role to a long-term career vision.
Tracking and check-ins are facilitated throughout, helping employees
stay on track and make adjustments along the way.
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QUESTION 2

“A major part of today’s employee experience
is simplifying the technology experience and
designing HR programs that happen ‘in the flow
of work.’ With its Bridge offering, Instructure has
been able to put employee development at the
center of the employee experience. I believe
Bridge is the type of platform people will use
daily, from tracking performance to facilitating
one-on-ones to mapping career progression and
enabling skills growth.”

Does it integrate
seamlessly into
the flow of work?
Between the 24/7 assault of emails to the interruptions of real-time
messaging—plus the actual workload—nearly 100% of employees
are experiencing high work-related stress. In most cases, the
overabundance of different systems employees need to access isn’t
helping. If employees and managers must toggle back and forth
between disparate systems several times each day, how much time is
left for actual work?
Bridge makes it easy for managers and employees to seamlessly

— Josh Bersin, HR analyst and industry thought leader

track goals, align priorities, and map out meaningful development
opportunities in a single platform (on top of completing necessary
online learning). When development efforts are ingrained in day-to-day
work, it’s nearly impossible for meaningful growth to fall by the wayside.
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QUESTION 3

Does it facilitate
ongoing
conversations,
feedback, and
growth?

Collaborative 1:1s
Both employees and managers can add discussion topics, goals,
tasks, celebrate achievements, and assign learning courses that
tie back to the career development plan. Frequent check-ins build
solid relationships, while providing constant opportunities for
coaching.

Last year a Harvard Business Review study at Facebook found that
people don’t quit a boss (as the saying goes), they quit their jobs.
But who is responsible for your job? Managers. As the study points
out, managers need to “create work employees enjoy, help them
play to their strengths, and carve a path for career development

Career development
Even if they don’t have their dream role in mind, employees want a
plan for moving forward and developing skills they can leverage at
any point in their career journey.

that accommodates personal priorities.”
Ongoing conversations with managers, either weekly or monthly,
have the power to strengthen relationships and give employees
a consistent platform for raising concerns, tracking their progress,
and having a say in their career development activities.
Bridge sets employees up for wins well beyond their probation

Learning paths
Formal and informal learning paths put employees in the driver’s
seat of their career development, which according to a recent
Harris Poll is where 82% would like to be.

period, through:
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QUESTION 4

Does it tie employee
goals and development
activities to business
outcomes?
Should employee development activities align with what employees want, or
what the company needs? The answer is both. Done right, employee goals
and development activities can be linked back to business outcomes that
impact your bottom line.
Connecting your people to your mission begins with a clearly communicated
company strategy. When company goals are outlined from the get-go, the
right employee development platform can help facilitate the rest.

Visibility
Today’s workers want to know their work matters. Bridge gives all
stakeholders a quick snapshot of how well employee efforts are lining up
with company goals.

Collaboration
Only 30% of employees say managers involve them in goal setting. Bridge
gets you closer to 100% by allowing managers and employees to co-author
goals and tasks.

Accountability
Bridge empowers managers and employees to stay on the same page on at
least a weekly basis in regards to goals, tasks, and achievements—creating a
culture of accountability at all levels.
|
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QUESTION 5

QUESTION 6

Employees today seek fulfillment. A PwC Fulfillment at Work Survey

Uncovering what each employee wants most out of their career

found 1 in 3 is willing to take a pay cut to make it happen. The only

is just the first step in employee development. Every performance

way to drive fulfillment is to help employees uncover what matters

conversation and development activity—from honing transferable and

most to them, not as a group, but as individuals. And any learning

job-related skills to growing in unconventional ways (like participating

must be supported and guided by these career drivers.

in a hackathon)—should link back to each employee’s career

Does it put
employee needs
first?

Bridge enables companies to tap into the unique motivators
that drive each employee to find career fulfillment. With Bridge,
managers are empowered to have deep conversations around
what drives their direct reports. These insights create the

Does it enable clear,
actionable career
planning?

ambitions.
Bridge ties ongoing development to each employee’s career path
and pinnacle, including daily activities, desired skills, and future roles.

foundation for all development conversations going forward. By
uncovering drivers for each employee, then helping them identify
what their ultimate vision is, Bridge can help workers take greater
ownership of their development. Managers, in turn, will have what
they need to offer support and guidance along the way.

Connect every dot between where
employees are now and where
they’d like to be—with meaningful
development along the way.

The Bridge platform facilitates conversations around how well each
employee’s career drivers are being met in their current role. This
baseline information is used to outline the way forward, ensuring all
development activities are on point for employee fulfillment.
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QUESTION 7

Does it provide
actionable data
around employee
engagement?

What’s best for your organization,
today and tomorrow?
Review these questions to help assess your company’s needs
and evaluate whether a standalone LMS or a full employee
development platform is a better fit. To experience our
integrated employee development platform firsthand, sign up for
a free trial of Bridge or request a personalized demo.

Experience Bridge

As you know, learning and development is a waste of time and
resources if there are no measurable outcomes or ways to track
progress. But data that doesn’t produce actionable insights
doesn’t help either.
Bridge provides access to data you can actually use—from
where to focus skill development initiatives to engagement
survey results and beyond.
Bridge enables you to keep your finger on the pulse of the
metrics that really matter, including:
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•

Engagement and productivity

•

Team sentiment

•

Alignment with company vision

•

Skills coverage and skill gaps

•

How managers are interacting in 1:1s
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•

Online learning activity
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FOOTNOTES
1. Harris Poll https://www.instructure.com/bridge/pdf/harris-poll-research-ppt.pdf
2. Harris Poll https://www.instructure.com/bridge/pdf/harris-poll-research-ppt.pdf
3. PwC https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/workforce-of-the-future/fulfillment-at-work.html
4. PwC https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/workforce-of-the-future/fulfillment-at-work.html
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